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Uniform mixing is crucial for different types of molecules, powders, and materials in several chemical, mineral,
cement, and drug companies. However, there is no effective index to evaluate the uniformity of mixing of
multiple components. This study proposes a non-samplingmixing index (SMI) that is applicable to bothmultiple
mixtures with more than two components as well as binary mixtures. The proposed mixing index estimates a
mixing state by using all subdomain mixing information for all particles without requiring sampling. In the
study, the index was used to predict the mixing of different types of metallic particles in a screw blender. A dis-
crete element based numerical technique was used to determine the transient location of particles in a screw
blender at different rotation rates. The effectiveness of the SMIwas demonstrated by comparing itwith other rep-
resentative mixing indices. The effectiveness was elucidated using a model of a binary system in which two
groups of particles were mixed from 0% (no mixing) to 100% (perfect mixing). The SMI indicated a linear corre-
lation from 0 to near 1 between test mixing conditions and the mixing indices in contrast to other conventional
methods that over-predicted the mixing conditions. With respect to the DEM simulation, the SMI displayed
values between SMI = 0 at the initial stage and SMI = 0.9–0.94 at a fully random mixed condition for the rpm
ranges corresponding to 15, 30, 45 and 60. The results also indicated that the SMI value of zero occurred at the
boundaries with the exception of the bottom and that a considerably lowermixing indexwas obtained at bound-
aries as opposed to inner subdomainswith respect to the fully randommixed condition (t=20 s and rpm=30).
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1. Introduction

In various industries, such as food [1], drug [2], chemical [3] and
cement industries [4,5], perfect mixing is essential as there are different
types of particles that have different sizes and characteristics. Dough
preparation in the food industry requires homogeneous mixing of
flour particles (73% carbohydrate, 10% protein, and 2% fat), yeast,
sugar, and salt [6]. Typically, single and twin-screw mixers are used to
obtain better mixing quality [7]. In the pharmaceutical industry, small
quantities of active pharmaceutical ingredients are blended with large
amounts of excipients for a pharmaceutical dosage [8]. Content uniformi-
ty in drugs is very important to ensure safety and efficacy [9,10]. Ineffi-
cient blending can lead to increased variability in active components in
the final dosage form, and this potentially threatens patient health [11].

In chemical and process industries, a variety of mixers including
tumbler mixers, convective mixtures, high shear mixtures, hopper
mixers, ribbon mixers, screw mixers and plowshare mixers are used to
mix solid particles of different sizes, shapes and densities to achieve prop-
er characteristics [12–17]. Uniform mixing of cement, soil and water is
very important in the construction industry to obtain multicomponent
building blocks [4,18] because the strength of a block depends on the
composition of ingredients. Similarly, the performance of an asphalt pave-
ment requires uniform mixing of multi-phase composite materials such
as asphalt, cement binder, coarse and fine aggregates, and mineral fillers
[19].

Computer simulations are widely used to examine the homogeneity
ofmixtures and to improve the design ofmixers for better amalgamation.
A mixing index is required to evaluate mixing conditions. Generally, the
value of a mixing index should be between 0 and 1 wherein 0 implies
no mixing of individual components (complete segregation) and 1 im-
plies perfect mixing. A mixing index is used to determine optimized
mixing in a specific system and it is important in identifying the design
conditions of a mixer. For example, the incorrect indication of a high
mixing index in a scenario involving poor mixing could lead to an
incorrect decision that could result in the loss of a whole product batch.
Therefore, it is very important to accurately determine the mixing index.

There are various types ofmixing indices that are primarily classified
into two categories. The first category is based on statistical analysis
using standard deviation from spot samplings [20–23] while the other
category uses all particles in a system as opposed to a few particles
from samplings [24–26]. Statistical mixing indices involve critical
disadvantages such as variation with sampling size and sampling
conditions [27]. Specifically, it is necessary for all particles to possess a
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Fig. 1. A schematic of mixing stages: (a) completely segregated, (b) partially mixed, (c) fully random mixed, and (d) perfectly mixed.
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uniform size in the case of the Lacey index. The generalized mean
mixing index (GMMI) uses the contribution of all particles in calculating
the index [24] although the GMMI routinely over-predicts the mixing
(with a mixing index higher than 1) and does not provide a single
index for a mixture. Subsequently, the modified generalized mean
mixing index (MGMMI) [25] was introduced to bind a mixing index
between 0 and 1. However, the disadvantage of the MGMMI involves
overestimating the mixing state such that it results in a value close to
1 even if mixtures are segregated.

The present study focuses on resolving existing issues in extant
mixing indices by presenting a new mixing index based on subdomain
analysis. The proposed method uses all particles to evaluate the mixing
condition and therefore constitutes a non-sampling mixing index. The
advantage of the proposed index is that it provides a linear correlation
between the mixing condition of mixtures and the mixing index that
is close to 0 when mixing does not occur and close to 1 when near
perfect mixing occurs. In the study, the effectiveness of the index SMI
was demonstrated for several model systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of conventional mixing indices. This is
followed by introducing the mathematical basis for the proposed
index. Both binary and ternarymodel systems are presented to demon-
strate the efficacy of the proposed index when compared with other
methods. This is followed by examining a mathematical model and
simulation tool for a discrete element method (DEM) that is used to
obtain particle mixing in a screw blender. Finally, conclusions of our
study are presented.
(a)

Fig. 2. A schematic of themixing domain. (a) Entiremixing domain C prior to sectioning (b) sub
in a manner similar to three-dimensional grid elements used in the finite volume or finite elem
2. Conventional mixing indices

Computer simulations are widely used to design different types of
mixers. These simulation tools can provide both spatial and temporal
information for all particles in the computational domain. This informa-
tion is readily available in a computer simulation, and thus it is desirable
to obtain a method based on the locations of all particles. This section
briefly discusses existing mixing indices and compares them with the
proposed index.

Although perfect mixing is desirable in several processes, it is
unachievable due to the tendency of particles to segregate, diffuse and
display convection. Segregation occurswhen a systemcontains particles
with different sizes or densities or when selective forces are applied
[28]. However, diffusion and convection prevent particles from segre-
gating. Hence, conditions between perfect segregation and perfect
mixing are obtained in actual mixing operations. Fig. 1(a)–(d) shows
four different stages that may be encountered in a mixing operation. A
perfectly mixed condition is rarely achieved in mixing operations.
Instead, a fully randommixing state is highly likely to occur in an equi-
librium mixing state owing to particle diffusion and segregation.

2.1. Mixing indices based on statistics

Avariety ofmixing indiceswere developed to essentially evaluate the
quality of amixture infield industries that require uniformmixing of two
or more types of molecules with respect to their products. Most mixing
indices in the literature were developed for binary mixtures and based
(b)

domains to estimate themixing index. nw=4, nh=2, and nd=2. Subdomains are treated
ent method.
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Fig. 3. Hypothetical particle distribution in all 16 subdomains (a–p) that are considered in Fig. 2 to estimate the overall mixing index based on subdomain mixing information. There are 20
particles for each category (red stars, green circles, and blue rectangles). (For interpretation of the references to color in thisfigure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version of this article.)
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on statistical analysis and specifically on standard deviation, variance
and the coefficient of variation of the composition between samples
drawn from a mixture [29,30]. Extant studies, including Lacey [21],
Kramer [31] and Ashton and Valentin [32] proposed mixing indices
based on statistics.

The Lacey index is a very frequently used mixing index that is based
on the standard deviation for a binarymixture. The Lacey IndexM that is
based on the fraction of particles in a sample is defined as follows [21]:

M ¼ S20−S2

S20−S2R
ð1Þ
Table 1
Estimation of the total mixing index from subdomain based mixing information for cases show

Total initial particle in domain C Red star: 20 Red star: 2

Green circle: 20 Green circ

Blue square: 20 Blue squa

Desired mixing ratio 1:1:1 5:4:3
Participation factor

Red star Green circle Blue square Red star
a 1 0 0 1
b 1 1 1 1
c 1 1 0 1
d 1 1 2 1
e 2 2 2 2
f 5 4 3 5
g 1 1 2 1
h 0 2 0 0
i 3 0 0 3
j 1 0 3 1
k 0 2 1 0
l 1 1 2 1
m 2 2 1 2
N 0 1 0 2
o 0 1 0 2
p 1 1 3 2
SMI
In Eq. (1), S02 represents the variance at the time when the compo-
nents of themixture are completely segregated, SR2 denotes the variance
at the time when they are fully mixed, and S2 is the variance for a mix-
ture between fully random and completely segregated mixtures. In
practice, Eq. (1) includes a statistical meaning as measured by consider-
ing a sufficiently high sampling dataset. The Lacey index suffers from an
availability problemdue to the size-dependence of the extracted sample
and shows erroneous results when the geometrical size of the compo-
nents of amixture is not identical [22]. Themain disadvantage ofmixing
indices based on standard deviation or variance is that they suffer froma
lack of statistical accuracy in systems with an insufficient number of
samples. Additionally, they vary with sampling size and sampling
n in Figs. 3 and 4.

5 Red star: 20 Red star: 25

le: 20 Green circle: 20 Green circle: 20

re: 15 Blue square: 20 Blue square: 15

1:1:1 5:4:3
f1 = 1, f2 = 1, f3 = 1 f1 = 1, f2 = 1.25, f3 = 1.67

Green circle Blue square SMI (Si) SMI (Si)
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0.675
1 0 0.5 0.4
1 2 0.5 0.3375
2 2 1 0.675
4 3 0.7 1
1 2 0.5 0.3375
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 2 0.167 0.15
1 1 0.25 0.375
2 1 0.5 0.5333
1 0 0.75 0.3125
1 0 0 0.3125
2 0 0 0.4
1 1 0.333 0.729

0.5206 0.5217
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Fig. 4. Illustration of subdomainmixing index for different numbers of particles for each type of particle. (a)–(p) Hypothetical particle distribution in 16 subdomains considered in Fig. 2.
There are 25 star, 20 circle, and 15 rectangle particles.
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methods [27]. Hence, mixing indices based on statistics are subject to
the fore-mentioned limitations.

2.2. Mixing indices with all particles

The GMMI corresponds to a very simple and fast method for evalu-
ating mixing performance from the coordinates of all particles [24].
This is calculated formulticomponentmixtures irrespective of the num-
ber of particle types. The method is applied to all particles without a
sampling process such that a meaningful mixing index can be obtained
from even a small number of particles.

For amixture composed ofQ types of particles andN total number of
particles, the GMMI is defined for particle type k (1 ≤ k ≤ Q) as follows:

GMMIk ¼
GMMIxk þ GMMIyk þ GMMIzk

3
ð2Þ

GMMIxk ¼
∑Nk

j¼1 xj−xref
� �

=Nk

∑N
j¼1 xj−xref
� �

=N
; GMMIyk ¼

∑Nk
j¼1 yj−yref
� �

=Nk

∑N
j¼1 yj−yref
� �

=N
and

GMMIzk ¼
∑Nk

j¼1 z j−zref
� �

=Nk

∑N
j¼1 zj−zref
� �

=N

ð3Þ
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Fig. 5. Binary mixtures of 1,000,000 red and 1,000,000 green particles for (a) 0%, (b) 20%, (c) 5
respect to the domain (0≤x ,y ,z≤200 mm). (For interpretation of the references to color in thi
where GMMIxk, GMMIyk and GMMIzk correspond to the generalized
meanmixing indices in the x, y, and z coordinates, respectively. Further-
more, NK denotes the number of k-type particles, and xref, yref, and zref
denote coordinates of an arbitrary reference point. Although this
index offers a few advantages when compared with statistical methods,
it can correspond to a value that exceeds 1, which is unrealistic.
Additionally, the GMMI can also correspond to 1 even in the case of
GMMIx b 1, GMMIy b 1 and GMMIz N 1. A previous study by Siraj et al.
[25] modified the GMMI scheme to avoid mixing indices that exceed 1
as follows:

MGMMIk ¼ 1−
1−GMMIxkj j þ 1−GMMIyk

�� ��þ 1−GMMIzkj j
3

ð4Þ

Both GMMI and MGMMI have advantages, including the ease of
implementation, speed of evaluation and the lack of dependence on
sample size. Nevertheless, they involve serious disadvantages because
they are based on the mean position of particles. For example, both
GMMI and MGMMI can provide a value close to 1 even when mixing
is locally poor. The overestimated index can result inwrong information
with respect to mixing conditions and thus this may correspond to an
ideal index.
(d)         (e)

y x y

z

x y

z

0%, (d) 80%, and (e) 100% mixing. The radius of each particle corresponds to 1 mm with
s figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Subdomain-based mixing index, SMI

The aim of the present study involves designing a newmixing index
to satisfy the followingfive requirements. First, themixing index should
correspond to zero when the particle types are completely separated or
segregated. Second, themixing index should correspond to one when a
mixture is perfectlymixed irrespective of x, y, or z reference coordinates.
Third, the mixing index should range between 0 and 1 and increase
linearly with the degree of mixing. Fourth, the mixing index should be
computed in the same manner for both a binary mixture as well as a
multi-component mixture. Fifth, in the case of both binary and multi-
component mixtures, a mixture should only correspond to a mixing
index irrespective of the number of components.

The core idea of the proposed index involves obtaining local mixing
information from all spatial elements known as subdomains and inte-
grating them to determine the overall index. An arbitrary geometry
for mixing Q types of particles is considered as shown in Fig. 2(a). It is
possible to fit any 3D object with an arbitrary shape into a rectangular
prism with volume V as shown in Fig. 2(b). The prism can be divided
into several smaller subdomains by dividing the width, height, and
depth by a specific number of elements.
(a)

Fig. 7. A schematic view of mixing of three types of 2mm particles (4000 particles of each type
the inner andmiddle shell (0≤r2≤400 mm) and blue is present in all three shells (0≤r3≤600 m
present in the outer shell. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, th
If the prism is divided into nw, nh, and nd elementswith respect to the
width, height, and depth respectively, the total number of subdomains
can be expressed as follows:

M ¼ nw � nh � nd ð5Þ

Fig. 2(b) shows 16 subdomains for an arbitrarily shaped screw
blender where nw = 4, nh = 2, and nd = 2. The subdomains can also
correspond to different shapes based on the geometry of the mixer.
With respect to nki particles of type k in the subdomain Si, the number

of all types of particles in Si corresponds to ∑Q
k¼1 nki . Finally, the total

number of particles (N) for the entire domain V is as follows:

N ¼ ∑
M

i¼1
∑
Q

k¼1
nki ð6Þ

It is assumed that every type of particle initially possesses the same
number of total particles. Thus, the fraction with respect to the highest
value of the number of particles relative to other types of particles in
subdomain Si is defined as follows:

Pki ¼
nki

max n1i; n2i; n3i; …nQi
� � ≤1; 1≤k≤Q ð7Þ

It should be noted that the quantity Pki does not actually correspond
to the fraction of type “k” particles that typically represent a part of a
whole. Two or more types of particles in a subdomain could possess
the same maximum number of particles and in that case only one of
these types of particles is selected to determine the denominator in
Eq. (7). The subdomain mixing index for Si is simply obtained from
the arithmetic mean of the individual fractions of each particle of type
k with the exception of the fraction of the majority type.

SMI Sið Þ ¼ 1
Q−1

∑
Q

k¼1
Pki−1

 !
ð8Þ

The value of SMI(Si) corresponds to 1 onlywhen each type of particle
has the same number in the subdomain. The value corresponds to 0
when only one type of particle exists in the subdomain, thereby indicat-
ing complete segregation. If there are no particles in the subdomain,
then the mixing index is not considered for that subdomain because
the absence of all particles does not contribute to the SMI value.With re-
spect to all other scenarios, the subdomain index corresponds to a value
between 0 and 1.
(b)

of particles). (a) Green is only present in the inner shell (0≤r1≤200 mm), red is present in
m). (b)Green is only present in the inner shell, red is present in themiddle shell and blue is
e reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 2
A comparison ofmixing indices for three-componentmixtures. It should be noted that the
Lacey index is not applicable for a multi-component system.

Data Color (type) GMMI MGMMI SMI

Fig. 7(a) Green 0.9961 0.9961 0.3554
Red 1.0009 0.9970
Blue 1.0030 0.9970

Fig. 7(b) Green 1.0006 0.9955 0
Red 1.0023 0.9972
Blue 0.9970 0.9970
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Fig. 3(a)–(p) illustrate the particle distributions for all 16 subdomains
as an example of each typewith the same number of particles. Specifical-
ly, 20 particles were considered for each of the star, circle and rectangle
types, and the desired mixing ratio is 1:1:1. The subdomain mixing
index for each subdomain is shown in Table 1. For the particle distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 3(a)–(p), perfect mixing is obtained for Fig. 3(b)
(1 star particle, 1 circle particle, and 1 rectangle particle) and Fig. 3(e)
(2 star particles, 2 circle particles, and 2 rectangle particles) because the
particle ratio is identical to the desired ratio. Conversely, nomixing is pre-
dicted for Fig. 3(a) (1 star particle), Fig. 3(h) (2 circle particles), Fig. 3(i)
(3 rectangle particles), Fig. 3(n) (1 circle particle), and Fig. 3(o) (1 circle
particle). These are examples of segregation because only a single type
of particle is present.

The subdomain mixing index predicts 50% of the mixing for
Fig. 3(c) (1 star particle and 1 circle particle), Fig. 3(d), (j), and (l) (1
star particle, 1 circle particle, and 2 rectangle particles). This mixing re-
sult can be justified easily from a physical point of view. For example, in
Fig. 3(c), a star particle creates a perfect mixture if a circle particle and a
rectangle particle are present. However, a rectangle particle does not
exist in Fig. 3(c), and thus the mixing is only 50% effective in this
subdomain. Similarly, in Fig. 3(d), two rectangle particles can create a
perfect mixture with two star particles and two circle particles. Never-
theless, only a circle particle and a star particle are present, and thus
the mixing is only 50% efficient. The second highest mixing is obtained
in Fig. 3(m) (2 star particles, 2 circle particles, and 1 rectangle particle)
due to the lack of a rectangle particle for perfect mixing.
Table 3
Input parameters for the DEM simulation.

Color Material Density
[kg/m3]

Number of
particles

Diameter of particle
[mm]

Purple Beryllium 1850 13,581 15
Blue Silicon 2330 15,791 15
Green Aluminum 2702 12,238 15
Yellow Aluminum alloy 2024-T6 2770 12,748 15
Red Aluminum alloy 195 2790 14,179 15
3.1. Corrections for different particle ratios

If the initial particle count is different for each type of particle, then it
is necessary to correct the index to handle the desired mixing ratio. If a
system consists of k types of particles (1≤k≤Q) then the participation
factor of particle type k can be calculated as follows:

f k ¼
max ∑M

i¼1 n1i; ∑M
i¼1 n2i; ∑M

i¼1 n3i; …∑M
i¼1 nQi

� �
∑M

i¼1 nki

ð9Þ

The fraction of particle type k of Eq. (7) can be modified as follows:

Pki ¼
nki f k

max n1i f 1ð Þ; n2i f 2ð Þ; n3i f 3ð Þ; … nQi f Q
� �� � ≤1; 1≤k ð10Þ

Thus, it is possible to determine the subdomain mixing index in this
case by combining Eqs. (8) and (10).

In order to demonstrate this correction, a system consisting of three
types of particles (25 star particles, 20 circle particles, and 15 rectangle
particles) is considered as shown in Fig. 4(a)–(p). In this case, the desired
mixing ratio corresponds to 5:4:3 based on the initial particle count. The
particle distribution is exactly identical to that in Fig. 3(a)–(p) for the
first nine subdomains of Fig. 4(a)–(i). The subdomain mixing index pre-
dicts perfect mixing for Fig. 4(f) (5 star particles, 4 circle particles and 3
rectangle particles) as shown in Table 1 as the particle ratio is identical
to the desired mixing ratio.

In contrast, Fig. 4(b) and (e) do not have perfect mixing although
they have the same numbers of star, circle, and rectangle particles. In
a manner similar to the aforementioned case in Fig. 3(a)–(p) (1:1:1
desired mixing), the subdomain mixing index corresponds to 0 (no
mixing) if only one type of particle is present in a subdomain. The exam-
ples shown in Figs. 3 and 4 confirm that the index can correspond to 0
(nomixing) to 1 (perfectmixing) in a subdomain for any type of desired
mixing ratio irrespective of the number of different types of particles.
3.2. Total mixing index

The total mixing index is computed from the subdomain mixing in-
dices. With respect to M subdomains, the total mixing index is obtained
by averaging each mixing index of all subdomains as follows:

SMI ¼ 1
N
∑
M

i¼1
SMI Sið Þ∑

Q

k¼1
nkið Þ

" #
ð11Þ

The equation is averaged based on the number of particles in each
subdomain. Thus, if the number of particles in a subdomain exceeds
that in another subdomains, then the highly populated subdomain
displays a greater contribution in the total mixing index. For example,
both Fig. 3(b) and (e) result in a subdomain mixing index (SMI) of 1
because they possess the same numbers of each type of particles.
However, the weightage of Fig. 3(e) is twice that of Fig. 3(b). The
model predicts that the total mixing for the case in Fig. 3 corresponds
to 0.5206 while that for Fig. 4 corresponds to 0.5217.

4. Comparison with other mixing indices

4.1. Model system for binary mixing

In order to test the linear relationship between themixing condition
and the mixing index, a binary system consisting of 2,000,000 particles
in a 20-cm cube is considered in which the numbers of both type 1 as
red and type 2 as green are the same. The mixing conditions between
the red and green particles are artificially produced using a Mersenne
Twister generator with the best known randomness. The mixing
volume is precisely controlled as shown in Fig. 5(a)–(e). As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the red and green particles are completely segregated, and
the bottommost layer of red particles touches the topmost layer of
green particles. Hence, the coordinates of green particles are generated
in 0≤x ,z≤200 mm and 0≤y≤100 mm while the coordinates of red
particles are located in 0≤x ,z≤200 mm and 100by≤200 mm. As
shown in Fig. 5(b), with respect to the location of 400,000 particles
(200,000 red and 200,000 green), 20% of the total particles are in
0≤x ,z≤200 mm and 90by≤110 mm. The remaining 80% of the total
particles, 800,000 green particles are in 0≤x ,z≤200 mm and
0≤y≤90 mm while 800,000 red particles are in 0≤x ,z≤200 mm and
110by≤200 mm. Fig. 5(c), (d) and (e) are controlled using the same
method. In the case of Fig. 5(e) with 100% mixing, the coordinates of
all particles correspond to 0≤x ,y ,z≤200 mm.



Fig. 8. Simplified canister geometry for DEM simulation of particle mixing. All dimensions are shown in mm.
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The test domainwas equally divided into 1000 subdomains (10×10×
10). Fig. 6 shows the mixing indices for GMMI, MGMMI, and Lacey as
well as for the proposed method (SMI). For the sampling method to
compute the Lacey index, the equivalent particle number introduced
in a study by Feng et al. [23] was used.

For the 0% mixing case, the SMI and Lacey index predicted no
mixing, while the GMMI corresponded to 1.17 and 0.83 for particle
types 1 and 2, respectively, and MGMMI corresponded to 0.83 for
both types 1 and 2 particles. Fig. 6 also shows that all methods indicate
a linear relationship between the mixing condition and mixing index.
However, only the proposed index can predict the real mixing scenario
beginning from a completely segregated case to a fully mixed case. The
results in the case of the Lacey index are similar to those of the SMI al-
though slightly higher values are displayed when compared to the
SMI while indicating slightly different values during sampling. Both
GMMI andMGMMI overestimated themixing scenario for a low degree
of mixing and this could potentially correspond to a reason for concern,
specifically in the pharmaceutical industry. The computation timeof the
Fig. 9. Numerical simulation results of
SMI exceeded those for the Lacey and MGMMI indices although it only
lasted for a few seconds.

4.2. Model system for ternary mixing

We tested the index in a ternary system for a spherical domain. In this
case, 4000 particles from each type of particles (green, red, and blue)
were used and two different scenarios were considered. In the first case
as shown in Fig. 7(a), the green particles are randomly distributed inside
the innermost shell, the red particles are randomly distributed inside the
middle shell and core, and the blue particles are randomly distributed in-
side all three shells. In the second case as shown in Fig. 7(b), the three
types are completely separated in each shell.

Table 2 summarizes the mixing indices for the ternary system. The
mixing index should be neither zero (fully separated) nor one (perfect
mixing) in the case shown in Fig. 7(a). Conversely, a value of zero is
expected for case 7(b) because each type of particle is completely sepa-
rated. The proposed index corresponded to 0.3554 in case 7(a) and 0 in
particle mixing at different times.
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case 7(b). In contrast, bothGMMI andMGMMI predicted nearly complete
mixing in both cases. Amajor error in GMMI andMGMMIwas due to the
use of arbitrary mean values for the x, y, and z coordinates.
5. Study of particle mixing using discrete element method

Several computer simulation tools such as Monte Carlo simulations
[33], molecular dynamics (MD) [34], Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
[35], and the discrete element method (DEM) [36–39] were developed
to study mixing. In the present study, DEM was used to study particle
mixing in a screw blender. Specifically, DEM is useful to predict themo-
tion of several small particles. It is similar to molecular dynamics (MD).
However, DEM includes rotational degrees of freedom as well as close
contact even in complex geometries.
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Fig. 10.Mixing indices for amulti-componentmixture: (a) 15 rpm, (b) 30 rpm, (c) 45 rpm and (
of the subdomains is adjusted to obtain a completely segregated case at the beginning of the m
Additionally, DEM tracks the motions and positions of individual
particles with respect to time. The method was originally developed
by Cundall and Strack to investigate soil behavior by using a 2D disc el-
ement [40]. Themethod is very important in various fields ranging from
food and pharmaceuticals to agriculture and mining. The governing
equations and numerical methods used in this method are briefly
reviewed in the following section.

5.1. Equations of motion

The translational ( u!i) and rotational (ω!i) movements of particle i
can be described as follows:

mi
du!i

dt
¼ ∑

j
F
!

c;ij þmi g
! ð12Þ
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Fig. 11. Comparison of mixing indices with respect to the number of subdomains
(30 rpm).
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Ii
dω!i

dt
¼ ∑

j
r!c;i � F

!
c;ij þ T

!
c;ij

� �
ð13Þ
Fig. 12. Spatial distribution of mixing indices: (a) subdomains, (b) mixing inde
wheremi and Ii denote themass and moment of inertia, respectively, of

particle i, g!denotes gravitational acceleration,∑
j

F
!

c;ijdenotes all forces

acting on particle i due to contact with other particles or the walls, and
r!c;i denotes the distance between the center of particle i and the other
contact points. The terms on the right side of Eq. (13) correspond to ex-
ternal torques acting on the particle. A more detailed description of all
forces on DEM model can be found in extant studies [37–39].
5.2. Numerical results of particle mixing in a screw blender

Themixing of five different types of spherical particles was simulated
in a screw blender. The physical properties and numbers of each type are
shown in Table 3. The total number of particles was maintained below
68,537 to ensure that the computational burden was at a reasonable
level. Fig. 8 shows a schematic of the constant-pitch screw feeder used
in the simulation. The particles are initially layered in a simplified canis-
ter geometry. A commercial software package (Particleworks, Prometech
Software, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used to solve the equations of motion
to determine the particle locations and velocities. Simulations were
performed for four different rotation rates of the screw blender.

Fig. 9 shows the transient evolution of five-component mixtures at
different rotation rates of the screw blender. Each type of particle was
initially piled up layer by layer. The numerical results revealed that all
types of particles were slightly mixed after rotation for 5 s. Subsequent-
ly, the degree of mixing qualitatively increased with increases in the ro-
tation rate. However, after 10 s, it was hard to distinguish the degree of
x at t = 5 s, (c) mixing index at t = 10 s, and (d) mixing index at t = 20 s.
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mixing with respect to the rotation rate. In order to compute SMI, 125
(nw = 5, nh = 5, nd = 5) subdomains were created. Indices were also
calculated using other methods for purposes of comparison.

Fig. 10(a)–(d) show a comparison of the mixing indices for MGMMI
and SMI for a multi-component mixture. In this case, only MGMMI is
considered for purposes of comparison because it corresponds to the
modified GMMI and generally provides a better result when compared
with the GMMI. The results for MGMMI for a multi-componentmixture
indicated that it converged to a value close to 1 after 17 s, 15 s, 12 s, and
11 s for 15 rpm, 30 rpm, 45 rpm, and 60 rpm, respectively. Nevertheless,
the value ofMGMMIwas between 0.6 and 0.9 in a very early stage of the
mixing process, which is unreasonable. In contrast, the SMI commenced
with 0 and reached amaximumof 0.94. Itwas assumed that the equilib-
riummixing phase was attained when there was no significant change
in the SMI value. The mixing index indicated that it was possible to
achieve equilibrium mixing states at 13 s, 11 s, 8.5 s, and 7.5 s for
15 rpm, 30 rpm, 45 rpm, and 60 rpm, respectively.

Fig. 10(a)–(d) also indicate that the value of the proposed indexwas
slightly lowerwhen comparedwith that of theMGMMI during the equi-
librium state. In all cases, MGMMI reached 1, thereby indicating perfect
mixing of all five components. Perfect mixing is highly unlikely in real-
ity, and themost likely outcome of this mixingmechanism corresponds
to a randomly mixed scenario as presented in Fig. 1(c). Moreover, the
mixing index corresponded to about 0.90–0.94 although the particle
distributions shown in this case resemble that in awell-mixed problem.
This suggested that MGMMI over-predicted the mixing index for both
the equilibrium and the initial mixing phases. Additionally, the numer-
ical results also indicated that the mixing index could experience a
slight decrease after reaching its highest value. With the exception of
computational uncertainty, this can be attributed to the highermomen-
tum applied to a particle surface at a faster rotational speed as this can
disturb a particle's position more easily.

5.3. Subdomain size

In the study, the effect of the number of subdomains on mixing
index was examined. As shown in Fig. 11, the mixing index decreased
when the number of subdomains increased from 125(5 × 5 × 5) to
3375(15 × 15 × 15). The same DEM simulation was used for 30 rpm
of the multi-mixture in Fig. 10(b). The minimum volume of a
subdomain (the total volume of particles that are composed of single
particles representing each type) corresponds to a criterion for the per-
fect mixing as shown in Fig. 1(d). The mixing index obtained from the
small size of the subdomain implies the mixing index which is seen
from the viewpoint of the perfect mixing condition of Fig. 1(d). Howev-
er, a big size of the subdomain provides a mixing index value seen from
the perspective of the fully random mixing condition of Fig. 1(c).

Information on spatial distribution of mixing states within a mixing
device is useful for designing related parts that determine amixing per-
formance. In this study, the mixing states are examined by presenting
the local SMI(i) within the computational domain during the mixing
process. Fig. 12 shows a 2D spatial image of the mixing index in the
computational domain. The number of subdomains corresponded to
10 × 10 × 10 for rpm 30 as shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12(b)–(d) are obtained
from the near center of the computational domain as shown in Fig. 12(a).
As shown in Fig. 12(b), themixing indiceswere zero at the boundaries at
5 s. As shown in Fig. 12(c), one of the mixing indices corresponded to
0.38 at the upper boundary at 10 s. Finally, all the boundaries had none
zero mixing values with the exception of the upper two corners as
shown in Fig. 12(d). We found that mixing near walls was not good
due to the wall effect.

Proper selection of the subdomains is key to the index. In order to
accurately predict the mixing index, the face of a subdomain should
be in line with the initial particle loading interface as an erroneous
mixing index will be obtained otherwise. Another important factor cor-
responds to the size of the subdomain. For example, the mixing index
will always correspond to one if a subdomain is considered for the
whole system. In contrast, the subdivision mixing index (SMI) will
approach zero if the subdomain is smaller than a particle. The proper
size and shape of a subdomain depends on the problem geometry in a
manner similar to any deterministic computational work including
finite volume, difference or elementmethods. However, the subdomain
size cannot be infinitely small as opposed to those in the fore-
mentioned predictive methods. The characteristic length of the
subdomain should exceed the combined diameters of each type of
particle.

6. Conclusions

Weproposed a newnon-samplingmixing index formulti-component
mixtures and binary mixtures. The index was validated for a number of
test cases. The results indicate that index can overcome several widely-
known disadvantages of existing indices based on statistics and non-
sampling methods. The proposed index includes several advantages.
First, the SMI index corresponds to zero when the particle types are
completely separated or segregated and corresponds to one when amix-
ture is perfectly mixed. Second, the values of the index range between 0
and 1 and linearly increase with increases in the degree of mixing.
Third, SMI is computed in the same manner for both a binary mixture
and a multi-component mixture. Fourth, in contrast to the MGMMI, SMI
determines a single mixing index irrespective of whether binary or
multi-component mixtures are used regardless of the number of compo-
nents. Fifth, it is not necessary for the SMI to consider sampling methods,
and thus it can overcome the limit of themixing index based on statistics.
Sixth, SMI can be computed within a few seconds because the number of
each particle type to obtain SMI is counted. Thus, the findings reveal that
SMI is a very good tool for evaluating mixing quality. The index value
depends on the size of subdomains, and therefore the proper selection
of subdomains is very important for the prediction. The index can also
be applied in other research fields such as racial diversity estimation in
an institute.
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